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The rapid promotion of angiogenesis is critical for tissue engineering and regenerative medicine. The

angiogenic activity of tissue-engineered scaffolds has already been the major criterion for choosing and

designing ideal biological materials. We here report systematic in vivo studies on the angiogenic activity

of two functionalized self-assembling peptides PRG (Ac-(RADA)4GPRGDSGYRGDS-CONH2) and

KLT (Ac-(RADA)4G4KLTWQELYQLKYKGI-CONH2) using the chicken embryo chorioallantoic

membrane (CAM) assay. 3D migration/sprouting bead assays showed that the two functional motifs

PRGDSGYRGDS and KLTWQELYQLKYKGI improved the bioactivities of the self-assembling

peptide RADA16-I (Ac-(RADA)4-CONH2) dramatically and provided ideal synthetic

microenvironments for endothelial cell migration and cordlike structure sprout formation. A CAM

assay was carried out to assess the efficiency of various peptide scaffolds in inducing capillary invasion

in vivo. Among these three peptide scaffolds, the functionalized peptide scaffold RAD/KLT presented

a significantly better angiogenic activity inducing CAM tissue invasion and new capillary vessel

formation within the scaffolds in the absence of VEGF. With the addition of VEGF, more newly

formed vessel lumen could be observed in all peptide scaffolds. Our results suggested that the

functionalized peptide scaffolds had satisfactory angiogenic properties, and may also have wide

potential applications in tissue regeneration.
Introduction

Vascular network reconstruction within tissue engineered

substitutes remains the major challenge so far for tissue engi-

neering and regenerative medicine, which is vitally important in

determining the clinical success of transplantation and new tissue

regeneration.1–3 As we all know, oxygen and nutrients required

for cell survival are limited to a distance of approximately 200–

400 mm from the supplying blood vessel, thus it means trans-

planted cells or invasive endogenous cells in the centre of engi-

neered constructs will undergo apoptosis if a blood supply

cannot be established in a short time.4,5 Therefore, the promotion

of angiogenesis within transplanted tissue engineered scaffolds

and newly grown tissue is extremely important for almost all

types of tissue regeneration and tissue engineering.

Angiogenesis refers to the fundamental process of new capil-

lary formation from pre-existing blood vessels, which consists of
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several consecutive steps that include 1) the stimulation of

endothelial cells (ECs) by growth factors; 2) the subsequent

degradation of the extracellular matrix (ECM) by proteolytic

enzymes; 3) proliferation, migration, and invasion of ECs in the

ECM forming new capillary tubes; and finally 4) the recruitment

of smooth muscle cells and pericytes stabilizing the newly formed

capillary network.6,7 Therefore, the regulation of endothelial cell

survival and migration is essential for angiogenesis, which is

strongly dependent on the interaction of ECs with ECM proteins

via cell adhesion molecules, and the activities of growth factors

and cytokines. In the absence of either, endothelial cells rapidly

undergo apoptosis.

These natural EC niches provide important cues for designing

the material parameters of tissue-engineered scaffolds. Several

types of biomaterials including collagen, fibrin, alginate gels, and

PLGA have been used as tissue-engineered scaffold for angio-

genesis studies.8–15However, inmost systems, high concentrations

of soluble angiogenic growth factors are required for cell survival

and effective vascular system formation. Although these angio-

genic cytokines or growth factors present remarkable efficacies in

promoting new vascular formation, their usage should be limited

in constructing certain tissue engineered scaffolds because of some

imperative processes required for the scaffolds, such as thermal

processing and sterilization, and the high risks of hyper-stimula-

tion and other unwanted effects arising in vivo.16 These problems
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could probably be overcome in part by conjugating bioactive

short peptide motifs with self-assembling RADA16-I

(Ac-(RADA)4-CONH2) peptide nanofiber scaffolds to maintain

the bioactivity and biosafety at the same time.Moreover, the fiber

diameter of the peptide scaffolds is around 15–20 nm which is

significantly smaller than that of endothelial cells (�5–10 mm),

thus the endothelial cells can be fully surrounded by the scaffolds,

much like the extracellular environment in vivo.17

We previously reported an in vitro study of the angiogenic

activities of two designer self-assembling peptide nanofiber scaf-

folds RAD/PRG and RAD/KLT. The functional motif PRG

(PRGDSGYRGDS) is a 2-unit RGD binding peptide with two

similar RGDbinding sequences PRGDS andYRGDS, which has

been proven to increase cell adhesion and proliferation remark-

ably.18 The functional motif KLT (KLTWQELYQLKYKGI) is

a VEGF (vascular endothelial growth factor)-mimicking peptide,

which could activate the VEGF-dependent signaling pathway as

a VEGF agonist.19 These two functionalized peptide scaffolds

have been proven to have distinct bioactivities to promote human

umbilical vein endothelial cell (HUVEC) survival, proliferation,

migration, and morphological differentiation in vitro.20 In the

present study, we therefore report the evaluations of the in vivo

angiogenic activities of these two functionalized peptide scaffold

hydrogels RAD/PRG and RAD/KLT using the chick embryo

chorioallantoic membrane (CAM) assay.

The chick embryo CAM is an extra-embryonic membrane

lining the inner shell membrane, which is formed by the fusion of

the ectodermal epithelium (chorion) and the endodermal

epithelium (allantois) from incubation day 4 with scattered

undifferentiated blood vessels in the mesoderm. Until incubation

day 8, these primitive vessels grow rapidly and differentiate into

a capillary network beneath the ectoderm that serves as a tran-

sient gas exchange surface with the outer environment. The chick

embryo CAM has therefore been used as an in vivomodel for the

evaluation of angiogenesis because of its extensive vasculariza-

tion. The CAM assay is probably the most extensively used

method for assaying angiogenesis in vivo due to its superior

advantages over other animal models.21,22 First, the CAM assay

is relatively easy and inexpensive, and thus quite suitable for

large-scale screening. Second, the CAM consists of a thin, planar

vascular network membrane, which is well adapted for direct

observation using stereo-microscopy. Moreover, the CAM

provides an easily accessible neovascular network in transparent

matrix, which allows direct visualization and quantification of

blood vessels before and after scaffold implantation.

In this study, the functionalized self-assembling peptide scaf-

fold hydrogels RAD/PRG and RAD/KLT with or without

VEGF were transplanted onto the chick embryo CAM to assay

their angiogenic activities. These two designer functionalized

peptide scaffold hydrogels not only significantly promote endo-

thelial cell migration and sprouting in vitro, but also induce

abundant capillary vessel lumen in vivo.
Materials and methods

Peptide solution preparation and gel formation

The bioactive motifs PRG and KLT were used to functionalize

the self-assembling peptide RADA16-I by direct extension from
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its C-terminal forming functionalized self-assembling peptides

PRG (Ac-(RADA)4GPRGDSGYRGDS-CONH2) and KLT

(Ac-(RADA)4G4KLTWQELYQLKYKGI-CONH2). These

self-assembling peptides were custom-synthesized through solid

phase synthesis by CPC Scientific (Purity >80%, San Jose, CA)

and dissolved in water at a concentration of 1% (10 mg ml�1, w/v)

with 30-minute sonication. All peptide solutions were filter-

sterilized by 0.22 mm syringe filter for subsequent use.

The functionalized peptide solutions were mixed with

RADA16-I solution in a volume ratio of 1 : 1 to have a func-

tionalized peptide mix (RAD/PRG or RAD/KLT). Fig. 1 shows

the molecular models of the designer peptides and schematic

illustrations of the self-assembling peptide nanofiber scaffold

hydrogels. The functionalized peptide mix underwent self-

assembly forming a uniform and interweaved long nanofiber

structure with extrusion of functional motifs from the nanofiber

backbone. The self-assembling peptide solutions convert to

hydrogels by adding PBS or cell culture medium or adjusting the

pH value to neutral.17 The microstructures of the peptides

hydrogel were examined by scanning electron microscopy (SEM)

and atomic force microscopy (AFM) (Fig. 1).

Transwell inserts (Millipore, MA) were used for peptide gel

formation as previously reported. Briefly, the inserts were placed

in a 24-well culture plate with 400 ml of culture medium in each

well. Then 100 ml of peptide solution was loaded directly into the

inserts, 400 ml of culture medium was carefully added onto

the hydrogel and finally they were incubated overnight at 37 �C.
The medium was changed twice or more to equilibrate the

hydrogel to physiological pH prior to use.
3D migration/sprouting bead assay

Primary isolated HUVECs were commercially obtained from

Lonza Inc. (Walkersville, MD) and routinely grown in endo-

thelial growth media EGM-2 (Lonza Inc., Walkersville, MD) on

regular tissue-culture plates. All the experiments were conducted

with cells between passage 5 and passage 8. HUVECs were mixed

with dextran-coated Cytodex microcarrier beads (sigma) at

a concentration of 400 cells per bead in 1 ml of EGM-2 medium.

Beads with cells were shaken gently every 20 min for 4 h at 37 �C
and 5% CO2 to form a monolayer cell culture on the surfaces of

the beads. After another 12–16 h cell culture, beads with cells

were embedded at a concentration of 1200 cell-coated beads ml�1

in different types of hydrogels, RADA16-I, RAD/PRG, RAD/

KLT, collagen type-I, and Matrigel with or without VEGF

(20 ng ml�1). Collagen type-I and Matrigel were used as positive

controls. The bead assays were monitored for 3 days to charac-

terize the different cell response behaviors to different hydrogel

environments. To distinguish the migration and proliferation

cells, the results of the 4 h, 12 h, 1 day, 2 day and 3 day cultures

were evaluated. Cells were stained with Rhodaminphalloidin and

SYTOX�Green (Invitrogen) for labeling F-actin and nuclei,

respectively. Images were taken using a phase contrast micro-

scope and laser confocal scanning microscope (LSM, Leica SP5).

The number and length of sprouts from the peptide scaffold

were quantified as previously reported.23 Briefly, high-resolution

images of beads were captured on a Zeiss Axio Observer

microscope with a 10� objective. Images were then analyzed in

NIH ImageJ. The number of sprouts per beads was determined,
Nanoscale, 2012, 4, 2720–2727 | 2721



Fig. 1 Molecular models of designer peptides and schematic illustrations of self-assembling peptide nanofiber scaffolds. Hydrophobic alanine side

groups are present on one side of the self-assembling motif RADA16-I b-sheet and the other side is populated with alternating positive and negative

charges due to the arginine and aspartic acid residues, respectively. The functional motifs extrude from the nanofiber backbone. The typical AFM

morphology of the self-assembling functionalized peptide solutions and SEM morphology of the functionalized peptide nanofiber scaffold gel are also

presented.
and the sprout length was measured in arbitrary units. At least 25

beads were assessed for each group.
In vivo chick embryo CAM assay

Fertilized specific pathogen-free (SPF) chicken eggs were

received from Charles River Laboratories (Boston, USA) at

incubation day 0 and then incubated at 37 �Cwith approximately

60–65% humidity after cleaning with 70% ethanol. On incuba-

tion day 3, 2–3 ml of albumen was aspirated with a syringe needle

so as to detach the developing CAM from the top part of the

shell. On day 6, a window of around 1.5 cm2 was gently opened

with a scalpel on the wide end of the egg without damaging the

embryo. The window was then sealed with transparent tape to

prevent dehydration and possible infections before returning to

the hatching incubator. On day 8, sterilized test hydrogel alone/

or containing 20 ng VEGF was placed directly on the top of the

CAM by peeling off the inner shell membrane. Collagen type-I

gel andMatrigel were tested as controls. Fig. 2 shows a schematic

illustration of the in vivo CAM study.

The SPF eggs were checked every day and the dead ones

removed in time. There were 20 SPF survival eggs for each

experimental group. On day 12, the covering tapes were removed

and the test materials examined with the surrounding CAMs

through the windows under a stereo-microscope, with digitized

images taken at 8� using a Nikon dissecting microscope. A 0.5�
0.5 cm2 grid was then added to the digital CAM images. The

vascular density in the hydrogels was expressed as the percentage

of the squares in the mesh which contained blood vessels.24 Then,

the CAMs with test hydrogels were collected and fixed in 10%

formalin, embedded in paraffin, sectioned, and finally stained

with hematoxylin-eosin (H&E) for standard histopathological

evaluation after 4 days of implantation.
Fig. 2 Schematic illustration of the in vivo CAM procedure. Remove

2–3 ml of albumen from 3 day-old embryonated eggs with a syringe

needle, then open a window on day 6 of incubation. On day 8, place

hydrogel on the chorioallantoic membrane and collect CAM and gel for

further evaluation 4 days post implantation.
Statistical methods

A total of 25 and 10 readings were carried on sprout quantifi-

cation in vitro and the vessel density test in vivo, respectively.
2722 | Nanoscale, 2012, 4, 2720–2727
Data were analyzed by t-test. The values were considered

significantly different at P < 0.01.
Results

Endothelial cell migration and sprouting are the most important

steps in angiogenesis. The functionalized peptide scaffold

hydrogels RAD/PRG and RAD/KLT have been shown to

significantly enhance endothelial cell survival, attachment,

proliferation, migration, and morphological differentiation

compared with the pure RADA16-I scaffold hydrogel. In this

study, we therefore examined whether HUVECs growing on

dextran-coated beads in test scaffold hydrogels would respond to

the different cell niche and migrate or sprout from the beads into

the materials.

To make sure the migration cells were distinguished from

proliferation cells, the one-day cell culture was chosen to reflect

the preferences of endothelial cell migration in response to the

microenvironments of the surrounding scaffold hydrogels from
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012



the dextran-coated beads in the absence of VEGF (Fig. 3 and

Table 1). The typical morphology of endothelial cell-coated

Cytodex microcarrier beads with a diameter of around 200 mm is

shown in Fig. 3a. As a positive control, the endothelial cells

preferred to migrate away extensively from the beads to

surrounding collagen gel without forming sprouts (Fig. 3b).

Quite similar cell behavior occurred in the RAD/PRG and RAD/

KLT groups, as shown in Fig. 3e and 3f, which indicated that the

functional motifs PRG and KLT successfully presented in

a manner of bioactive ligands of synthetic peptide materials and

modulated EC migration mimicking the natural extracellular

matrix. Visibly less cell migration occurred to the RADA16-I

scaffold (Fig. 3d) which also confirmed the functions of PRG and

KLT in the peptide scaffold hydrogels, in agreement with the

results we previously reported.20 Due to lots of growth factors in

Matrigel, the endothelial cells underwent morphological differ-

entiation with little cell migration. It should be noted that no

sprouting was observed in the absence of VEGF in all peptide

hydrogels and collagen gel.

In order to avoid subjective bias and interference from

neighboring beads, at least 10 isolated beads without neighbors

within a radius of 500 mm for each type of hydrogel were selected

for cell counting to quantitatively characterize cell migration

from the central bead. The result showed that the number of cells

migrating to RAD/PRG or RAD/KLT was about twice as many

as to the RADA16-I scaffold, which was similar to the cell

number migrating to the collagen sample, as shown in Table 1.

This quantitative result was in accordance with the morphology

result mentioned above.

Fig. 4 shows that the HUVECs migrated, proliferated, and

formed well-defined sprouts with hollow lumens from the

dextran beads in the presence of VEGF (20 ng ml�1) in the self-

assembling peptide scaffold hydrogels after 2 days of cell culture.

The first sprouts had apparently appeared with short, tiny
Fig. 3 HUVEC migration to different surrounding scaffold hydrogels after

beads. Cells migration from beads to: b, collagen type-I gel; c, Matrigel; d, RA

all panels. Red is for F-actin and green is for nuclei.

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
cordlike structures within one day (data not shown). Then, the

newly formed sprouts continued to extend from the beads with

increasing sprouting numbers, length, and branches over time, as

shown in Fig. 4a–c. Although sprout formations were observed

in all peptide hydrogels, the HUVECs in the RAD/PRG and

RAD/KLT gels produced much longer cellular processes and

more branches compared with those in the RADA16-I gel

(Fig. 5), which indicated that the functional motifs PRG and

KLT might have promising effects on cell growth and increase

the responsivity of endothelial cells to VEGF for sprouting.

RAD/KLT supports the highest sprout formation and average

sprout length as shown in Fig. 5. For the collagen gel control,

a fluorescence stain was used to label the HUVEC-coated beads

because of the non-transparence and coarse gel texture under

phase contrast microscope. Sprouting could also be identified in

the collagen gel, while the numbers of sprouting and branching

structures were much lower than those in the functionalized self-

assembling peptide hydrogels (Fig. 4d).

Since the functionalized self-assembling peptide scaffold

hydrogels RAD/PRG and RAD/KLT have been shown to have

distinct capabilities to promote endothelial cell migration and

sprouting in vitro, we then examined their in vivo angiogenic

activities with or without VEGF in the CAM assay.

The gross evaluations and morphologies of CAM tissue

responses to various scaffolds in the absence of VEGF are shown

in Fig. 6. Four days after deposition of the hydrogels on top of

the CAM, the hydrogels were incorporated with the CAM quite

well, as shown in Fig. 6A1–E1. In addition, a quantitative

vascular density assay showed that RAD/PRG and RAD/KLT

resulted in more intense angiogenesis than RADA 16-I (Table 2).

Representative photomicrographs of H&E stained histological

sections are presented at low magnification (Fig. 6A2–E2) and

high magnification (Fig. 6A3–E3), respectively. Neutrophils and

monocytes were not obvious at the interface between the gels and
1 day culture in the absence of VEGF. a, cells plated uniformly on the

DA16-I; e, RAD/PRG; f, RAD/KLT. The scale bar represents 100 mm for

Nanoscale, 2012, 4, 2720–2727 | 2723



Table 1 The numbers of endothelial cells migrated from beads to different surrounding scaffold hydrogels

Scaffolds Collagen type-I Matrigel RADA16-I RAD/PRG RAD/KLT

Cell no.a 37.9 � 3.9b 7.4 � 2.6 19.9 � 2.2 34.9 � 3.4b 32.5 � 4.9b

a Data are presented as mean � SD; n ¼ 10. b p < 0.01 vs. Matrigel and RADA16-I, t-test.

Fig. 4 HUVECs form EC-tube like sprouts from peptide scaffold

hydrogels of RADA16-I, RAD/PRG and RAD/KLT after 2 days of

culture. Collagen type-I gel was used as a positive control. Red is for

F-actin and green is for nuclei. Black arrows indicate the cordlike

structures sprouting from the peptides.

Fig. 5 Quantification of sprouts from peptide scaffold hydrogels of

RADA16-I, RAD/PRG and RAD/KLT after 2 days of culture (n ¼ 25).

*p < 0.01 vs. length of sprout from RADA16-I.
local tissue indicating that no severe inflammatory response was

induced by any of the implanted scaffolds. Hyperplasia of the

CAM tissues under the implanting scaffolds was clearly observed

in all cases. Epithelial cells from the ectoderm of the CAM can be

observed to proliferate and migrate into the hydrogels forming

mutual fusional boundaries between the scaffolds and CAM
2724 | Nanoscale, 2012, 4, 2720–2727
tissues, which suggested the good biocompatibilities and bioac-

tivities of these hydrogels mediating cell behaviors. Moreover, it

should be particularly noted that new CAM tissue has grown

into the peptide scaffold hydrogel of RAD/KLT. In the middle of

the CAM stroma, blood vessels could be easily identified

(marked by a black arrow in Fig. 6C2.) Matrigel was used as

a positive control for evaluating angiogenesis in this study, in

which clear CAM tissue invasion was noted with many scattered

capillaries because of its abundance of angiogenic growth

factors.

In the presence of VEGF within the peptide hydrogels, the

representative histological sections (H&E staining) of the CAM

with the different scaffolds are presented in Fig. 7. With the

addition of VEGF, the peptide hydrogels RADA16-I, RAD/

PRG, and RAD/KLT were all significantly invaded by hyper-

plastic CAM tissue with abundant capillary vessels, which was

similar to results for collagen gel and Matrigel. No obvious

differences were identified among these implants.
Discussion

Designing and screening ideal tissue-engineered scaffolds that

promote endothelial cell migration, sprouting in vitro and

capillary invasion in vivo has been the focus of angiogenesis. A

class of designer peptide nanofiber scaffolds has been reported as

a unique biological material in the application of angiogen-

esis.20,25–28 In this study, we selected two functionalized peptides

motifs including 2-unit RGD binding sequence PRG and VEGF-

mimicking peptide KLT by directly extending the carboxyl

termini of the self-assembling peptide RADA16-I to obtain the

new functionalized peptide scaffolds. The functionalized peptide

motifs have been reported to promote HUVEC proliferation and

tubulogenesis in three-dimensional cell culture. Here, the endo-

thelial cell migration and sprouting effected by the two peptides

motifs were studied in vitro with dextran-coated microcarrier

beads and their in vivo angiogenic activities were evaluated with

the CAM model.

According to the 3D migration bead assay, we could see that

the self-assembling peptide hydrogels provided appropriate

synthetic cell microenvironments for extrinsic endothelial cell

migration, which is the prerequisite of angiogenesis. Although all

the peptide scaffolds showed positive effects on cell migration,

the two functionalized peptide (RAD/PRG and RAD/KLT)

scaffolds presented much higher bioactivities inducing HUVEC

migration than the RADA16-I scaffold. The boundary-sand-

wiched cell migrations assay presented in our previous report

also confirms the result.20 The prominent differences among

these peptide scaffolds are the functional motifs. It could there-

fore be concluded that the functional motifs KLT and PRG drive

EC migration as the haptotaxis stimuli.29,30
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012



Fig. 6 Gross morphology and H&E staining of CAM with different scaffold hydrogels at day 4 after implantation. S: implanted hydrogels; C: the

CAM. Black arrows indicate new capillary vessels.+ indicates that epithelial cells from the ectoderm of CAMproliferate and migrate into the implanted

hydrogels.
Endothelial cells sprouting from the parent vessel is the first

and critical step in angiogenesis. Microcarrier beads have been

extensively used for in vitro sprouts study.23 In most in vitro
Table 2 Effect of functionalized peptide scaffold hydrogels on blood vessel

Scaffolds RADA16-I

Blood vessel density (%)a 22.24 � 1.12

a Data are presented as mean � SD; n ¼ 10. b p < 0.01 vs. RADA16-I, t-test

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
angiogenesis models, endothelial cells sprout from the parent

vessel, undergo morphological differentiation and reorganize

into an extensive network of capillary-like structures in both
density in CAM assay without VEGF

RAD/PRG RAD/KLT

34.55 � 3.52b 49.81 � 2.25b

.
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Fig. 7 H&E staining of CAM with VEGF in the peptide scaffold hydrogels at day 4 after implantation. Black arrows indicate new capillary vessels.
short-term and long term cultures depending on matrix and

culture conditions.31 Matsumoto et al.32 have examined the

effects of various growth factors on ECs sprouting in fibrin gel.

VEGF only could promote cell migration from the dextran beads

into the fibrin gel without sprouting. A combination of VEGF

and HGF enhanced the number and length of sprouts in 3D

culture. In our current studies, HUVECs could undergo

sprouting from beads into the peptide scaffold hydrogels within

one day in the present of VEGF only. Then ECs sprouting

developed quickly and formed typical cord-like structures and

branches with long processes especially in RAD/PRG and RAD/

KLT gels, which is more evident than cell sprouting in collagen

gel. According to the 3D migration and sprouting bead assays, it

can be seen that the RAD/PRG and RAD/KLT play a vital role

for stimulating ECmigration, angiogenic sprouting and capillary

lumen formation. In the absence of VEGF, the ECs underwent

migration, while in the presence of VEGF, the ECs began

sprouting, which is different from the results of Matsumoto’s

study. Although growth factors are quite indispensable for

endothelial cell sprouting, these morphological differences

among the hydrogels indicated that the functional motifs PRG

and KLT might have promising effects on increasing the

responsivity of endothelial cells to VEGF for sprouting.

VEGF/receptors and integrin avb3 are thought to be the most

common protein systems involved in angiogenesis.33,34 The

VEGF mimicking sequence of KLT may mainly serve a similar

function to VEGF that is bound to and activates the VEGF

receptors, thus activating the VEGF-dependent proliferative

pathway and inducing EC migration and sprouting.35 Integrin

avb3 could activate one or more intracellular signaling pathways

necessary to cell survival, proliferation, differentiation, and

migration after interaction with specific ECM ligands.36 As RGD

is the most relevant and investigated amino sequence that

interacts with integrin avb3,
37 it is believed that PRG could

activate ‘‘outside-in’’ and ‘‘inside-out’’ signaling through inter-

action with integrin avb3, thus contributing towards EC
2726 | Nanoscale, 2012, 4, 2720–2727
migration and sprouting.38 In addition, ECs reside in the 3D

environment, where the functional motifs on the nanofiber

scaffolds surround the whole cell body in all dimensions and the

extracellular matrix receptors on the cell membranes can bind to

the functional ligands appended to the peptide scaffolds,

receiving much more stimuli for migration and sprouting.

A CAM assay was carried out to assess the efficiency of

various peptide scaffolds in inducing capillary invasion in vivo.

The peptide scaffolds showed satisfactory biocompatibility with

CAM tissue without severe inflammatory response. Among these

three peptide scaffolds, RAD/KLT presents much better in vivo

angiogenic activity inducing CAM tissue invasion and new

capillary vessel formation within the scaffold in the absence of

VEGF. With the addition of VEGF, more newly formed vessel

lumen could be seen in all peptide scaffolds, which is similar to

that observed for Matrigel. It is known that Matrigel contains

many undefined growth factors that stimulate stroma cell inva-

sion and capillary-like structure formation rapidly. The self-

assembling peptide gels in combination with a low dose of VEGF

have almost same effect as Matrigel in inducing angiogenesis. At

the same time, the simple and definite compositions in the

peptide hydrogel make it a novel and ideal class of tissue engi-

neered scaffold with angiogenic ability for diverse applications in

tissue engineering and tissue regeneration.
Perspective

Two functionalized self-assembling peptide scaffold hydrogels

RAD/PRG and RAD/KLT were designed and evaluated

specifically for angiogenesis in this study. The two functional

motifs PRG and KLT significantly improved the bioactivities of

self-assembling peptide RADA16-I and provided ideal synthetic

microenvironments for endothelial cell migration, sprouting

from microcarrier beads and capillary system invasion in vivo

using a chick embryo CAM assay. At the same time, the
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012



functional motifs might have promising effects on the respon-

sivity of endothelial cells to VEGF for angiogenesis.
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